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1. Introduction

Approaches to the syntax and semantics of reciprocals can be roughly divided into two groups: those
that confine the meaning of reciprocity in a single operator, and those that syntactically decompose it into
different components. Although they are often seen as competing analyses, it is perfectly conceivable
that these approaches describe different strategies of expressing reciprocity in natural language.

In the present paper, I investigate two reciprocal constructions found in Mandarin Chinese: the
adverbial huxiang and the nominal bici, illustrated in sentences (1) and (2), respectively.

(1) Ah
Ah

Si
Si

he
and

Shancai
Shancai

huxiang
HUXIANG

xihuan.
like

‘Ah Si and Shancai like each other.’

(2) Ah
Ah

Si
Si

he
and

Shancai
Shancai

xihuan
like

bici.
BICI

‘Ah Si and Shancai like each other.’

Although these two particular sentences are true in the same situations, I present a series of cases in
which huxiang- and bici-sentences have different interpretations. My main claim is that huxiang and
bici differ in a systematic way: each behaves as expected by one of the aforementioned approaches to
the syntax-semantics of reciprocity. This paper thus argues for the existence of different compositional
paths to the meaning of reciprocity.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: in §2 I present a sketch of the two approaches to
reciprocity mentioned above and discuss some of their predictions; in §3 these predictions are tested out
against huxiang and bici and an analysis is proposed; §4 concludes.

2. Two approaches to reciprocity and their predictions
2.1. Argument-reducing approaches

Certain approaches to reciprocity take reciprocals to be argument-reducers, that is, operators that
combine with a two-place relation and yield a reciprocated one-place predicate (e.g. Moltmann, 1992;
Dalrymple et al., 1998; Dotlail, 2010; Sabato & Winter, 2012). Reciprocity is, then, assumed to be
located in a single lexical item. In this subsection, I present a simple sketch of an analysis of English
each other that complies with the main assumptions of these approaches, which I refer to as argument-
reducing approaches.

The lexical entry for each other in (3) yields the reading of reciprocal sentences often referred to
as Strong Reciprocity. As discussed in many places (e.g. Langendoen, 1978; Dalrymple et al., 1998),
reciprocal sentences often present weaker truth conditions than what (3) yields, but this simplification
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will not do any harm to the discussion to follow, since I will only be concerned with sentences in which
the reciprocal’s antecedent is a plurality composed of two singularities.1

(3) !each otherAR" = λReet.λXe. ∀x, y ∈ X[x ∕= y → R(y)(x)]
= Recip

In the English sentence in (4), each other takes the transitive verb trust as its first argument and then
combines with the reciprocal’s antecedent Mae and Bea to yield true if, and only if, Mae trusts Bea and
Bea trusts Mae.

(4) Mae and Bea trust each other.

(5) Recip(!trust")(!Mae and Bea") = 1 iff ∀x, y ∈ {m, b}[x ∕= y → trust(x, y)]

Aside from the fact that a single lexical item contributes to the meaning of reciprocity, another aspect
of this approach is worth noting before moving on: under this view, reciprocals are taken to be purely
quantificational and not pronominal in any sense.

2.2. Decompositional approaches

The point of departure of decompositional approaches to reciprocity (e.g. Heim et al., 1991a,b;
Schwarzschild, 1996; Sauerland, 1998; Beck, 2001) is the synonymy between the two English sentences
in (6). Coupled with the morphological structure of each other, this observations leads to the core idea of
this approach – that the meaning of reciprocity can be decomposed into two components: distributivity,
contributed by each, and otherness, contributed by other.

(6) a. Mae and Bea trust each other.

b. Mae and Bea each trust the other.

Following Heim et al. (1991b) and subsequent work, I take it to be the case that distributivity in
reciprocal sentences has as its source a covert distributivity operator ∆, and each other only contributes
otherness. The existence of ∆ is independently needed to account for covert distributivity, i.e., the fact
that (7) can be interpreted as implying that Mae and Bea are each wearing a different funny-looking hat
(Link, 1983). The lexical entry of ∆, which will be revised below, is given in (8), and in (9a) I present
an LF and truth conditions for (7).

(7) Mae and Bea are wearing a funny-looking hat.

(8) !∆" = λPet.λXe. ∀x ∈ X[P (x)]
= Dist

(9) a. Mae and Bea ∆ λx [ tx are wearing a funny-looking hat ]

b. Dist(!wearing a funny-looking hat")(!Mae and Bea") = 1 iff
∀x ∈ {m, b}[wearing-a-funny-looking-hat(x)]

As in Beck (2001), I take the lexical entry of each other to be akin to the definite the others, as
shown in (10). It takes two arguments – a range and a contrast – and returns a plural individual that
contains all those individuals in the range that are not the contrast.

1 I take De to include both singularities and pluralities. Pluralities are modeled as sets of individuals, and De is
equated to the power set of the domain of singular individuals A minus the empty set, i.e. De = 2A\{∅}. Following
Schwarzschild (1996), I identify singletons with their members, i.e., for any x ∈ A, {x} = x.
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(10) !each-otherD"(X)(x) = {y ∈ X | y ∕= x}
= otherX(x)

An LF for (6a) is given in (11a), where the arguments of each other are satisfied by two null pronouns:
the contrast is bound by ∆ and the range co-refers with the antecedent. This LF is assigned the same
truth conditions as those assigned by the argument-reducing approach presented above, as seen in (11b).

(11) a. Mae and Bea ∆ λx [ tx trust each-other(proMae&Bea)(prox) ]

b. Dist(λx. !trust"(other{m,b}(x))(x))(!Mae and Bea") = 1 iff
∀x ∈ {m, b}[trust(x, other{m,b}(x))] iff
∀x, y ∈ {m, b}[x ∕= y → trust(x, y)]

An alternative LF for (6a) within this framework is given in (12), which differs from (11a) only in
that the range argument of each other is bound by rather than coreferring with Mae and Bea. This LF
is, however, also assigned the truth conditions in (11b), so it does no harm to assume that this is also a
possible LF for (6a).

(12) Mae and Bea λy [ ty ∆ λx [ tx trust each-other(proy)(prox) ] ]

2.3. Predictions

The two analyses of each other presented above assign the exact the same truth conditions for simple
reciprocal sentences such as Mae and Bea trust each other. Nonetheless, they make different predictions.
The first one of relevance to us has to do with distributivity in reciprocal sentences. The decompositional
analysis takes it to be due to the presence of the covert distributivity operator ∆. Therefore, we expect
distributivity in reciprocal sentences to show the properties often associated with covert distributivity
(such as homogeneity, as discussed in §3.1). Argument-reducing approaches make no such prediction:
given that reciprocity is packed within a single lexical item, any similarity between covert distributivity
and distributivity in reciprocal sentences would be merely coincidental.

The second prediction has to do with the interaction of reciprocals with other quantificational items.
If a sentence contains a reciprocal and another quantificational item Q, argument-reducing approaches
are committed to there being simply two readings, as illustrated in (13a): one in which Q takes scope
over reciprocity and another in which it takes scopes under reciprocity. However, as shown in (13b),
decompositional approaches allow for the existence of a third reading: one in which Q takes scope
in-between reciprocity, i.e., between distributivity and otherness

(13) a. (Q) . . . [ Recip [ . . . (Q) . . . ] ]

b. (Q) . . . [ Dist [ . . . (Q) . . . [ Other [ . . . (Q) . . . ] ] ] ]

The last prediction has to do with the fact that, under the decompositional approach, there are two
ways of getting the desired truth conditions: the range argument of other may either corefer with or
be bound by the reciprocal’s antecedent. If we can find cases where the choice between these two LFs
affects the truth conditions of the sentence, it would support this approach to reciprocity.

3. Comparing huxiang and bici

In the present paper, I focus on two strategies for expressing reciprocity in Mandarin Chinese:
huxiang (often translated as ‘mutually’) and bi-ci (‘this-that’). The examples in (1) and (2) are repeated
below. The reciprocal huxiang is an adverbial, and, as such, it always appear pre-verbally. In the
sentences I analyze here, such as (14), huxiang only appears in clauses with a transitive verb with no
overt object. On the other hand, bici has the distribution of a nominal: in (15) it occupies the direct
object position.
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(14) Ah
Ah

Si
Si

he
and

Shancai
Shancai

huxiang
HUXIANG

xihuan.
like

‘Ah Si and Shancai like each other.’

(15) Ah
Ah

Si
Si

he
and

Shancai
Shancai

xihuan
like

bici.
BICI

‘Ah Si and Shancai like each other.’

In this section, I test out the predictions laid out above against both huxiang and bici. By doing this,
we see that each of these two reciprocals behave as expected by one of the approaches to reciprocity
presented in the previous section. It should be noted that I do not discuss restrictions on the verbs that
huxiang can appear with (for a discussion of this issue, see Liu, 2015; Yuan, 2020), and only look at
sentences with verbs that can appear with both huxiang and bici.

Finally, before moving on, it is important to stress that the strategies for expressing reciprocity
shown in (14) and (15) are only two of many others found in Mandarin. Some of these other strategies
also involve the lexical items huxiang and bici. For example, huxiang may appear in sentences in which
the second argument of the relation being reciprocated is overtly realized by duifang (‘the other party’),
as shown in (16). Furthermore, in certain environments, bici may appear preverbally. I set these cases
aside and leave them for future research.

(16) Shancai
Shancai

he
and

Ah
Ah

Si
Si

huxiang
HUXIANG

xihuan
like

duifang.
DUIFANG

‘Shancai and Ah Si like each other.’

3.1. Reciprocals and negation

A key property of sentences involving plural definite descriptions or conjunction of individuals is
that their negation is surprisingly strong. This phenomenon, first observed in Fodor (1970), is referred to
as homogeneity and is illustrated in the sentence pair in (17). The puzzle in a nutshell is that distributivity
seems to be a universal quantifier in unembedded contexts but, under negation, it behaves as if it were
an existential quantifier. Schwarzschild (1994), Gajewski (2005) and Bar-Lev (2018) locate the source
of homogeneity in ∆ itself, so we could take this to be a property of covert distributivity.

(17) a. Mae and Bea are Canadian.
TRUE if Mae is Canadian and Bea is Canadian.

b. Mae and Bea aren’t Canadian.
TRUE if Mae isn’t Canadian and Bea isn’t Canadian.

Overt distributors such as floating both remove homogeneity, however. The pair in (18) behaves as
expected: both seems to have the meaning of a universal quantifier in both sentences.

(18) a. Mae and Bea are both Canadian.
TRUE if Mae is Canadian and Bea is Canadian.

b. Mae and Bea aren’t both Canadian.
TRUE if Mae isn’t Canadian or Bea isn’t Canadian.

Under this view of homogeneity, the decompositional approach to reciprocity would predict
negated sentences to be surprisingly strong, since the source of distributivity is ∆. Argument-reducing
approaches, however, make no such prediction. When we look at negated huxiang- and bici-sentences,
we see that only the latter behaves as expected by the decompositional approach. As can be seen (19),
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negated huxiang-sentences are true as long one of Ah Si and Shancai does not like the other. Negated
bici-sentences are stronger, however: they imply that neither one likes the other.2

(19) a. Ah
Ah

Si
Si

he
and

Shancai
Shancai

huxiang
HUXIANG

xihuan.
like

TRUE if Ah Si likes Shancai and Shancai likes Ah Si.

b. Ah
Ah

Si
Si

he
and

Shancai
Shancai

bu
NEG

huxiang
HUXIANG

xihuan.
like

TRUE if Ah Si doesn’t like Shancai or Shancai doesn’t like Ah Si.

(20) a. Ah
Ah

Si
Si

he
and

Shancai
Shancai

xihuan
like

bici.
BICI

TRUE if Ah Si likes Shancai and Shancai likes Ah Si.

b. Ah
Ah

Si
Si

he
and

Shancai
Shancai

bu
NEG

xihuan
NEG

bici.
like

TRUE if Ah Si doesn’t like Shancai and Shancai doesn’t like Ah Si.

Given this contrast, I propose that huxiang should be analyzed as an argument-reducer, whereas
bici might be better analyzed within the decompositional approach. To see how this would account for
the pattern above, I assign the entries in (21) and (22) for the two reciprocals, each based on entries
previously assigned to each other in §2.

(21) !huxiang"g = Recip = λReet.λXe. ∀x, y ∈ X[x ∕= y → R(y)(x)]

(22) !bicii,j"g = otherg(i)(g(j)) = {x ∈ g(i) |x ∕= g(j)}

These entries account for the truth conditions of non-negated sentences as discussed in the previous
section, so I move on directly to negated sentences. An LF and truth conditions for the negated huxiang-
sentence in (19) is given in below in (23). As desired, these truth conditions are satisfied if only one of
Shancai and Ah Si likes the other.

(23) a. NEG [ Ah Si and Shancai [ huxiang like ] ]

b. ¬Recip(!like")(!Ah Si and Shancai") = 1 iff
¬∀x, y ∈ {as, sc}[x ∕= y → like(x, y)] iff
Ah Si doesn’t like Shancai or Shancai doesn’t like Ah Si

To account for the interpretation of negated bici-sentences, we first need an account of homogeneity.
I follow Gajewski (2005) in adding an excluded-middle presupposition to ∆, as shown in (24). Under
the assumption that it obligatorily contains ∆, the negated sentence in (25) will presuppose that either
both Mae and Bea are Canadian or neither of them are, and assert that it’s not true that both Mae and
Bea are Canadian. The conjunction of the presupposition and assertion entails that neither Mae and Bea
are Canadian, therefore accounting for the surprisingly strong interpretation of these negated sentences.

(24) !∆" = λPet.λXe : Dist(P )(X) ∨ Dist(λx.¬P (x))(X).Dist(P )(X)

(25) Mae and Bea aren’t Canadian

a. PRESUPPOSITION: ∀x ∈ {m, b}[canadian(x)] ∨ ∀x ∈ {m, b}[¬canadian(x)]

b. ASSERTION: ¬∀x ∈ {m, b}[canadian(x)]

2 English each other behaves like bici in this respect. The connection between the surprising strength of negated
each other sentences and that of negated sentences like (17) is not new – see the discussion in Krifka (1996) and
Dotlail (2010).
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In (26) I present the LF for the negated bici-sentence in (20), and in (27) its presupposition and
assertion. The conjunction of presupposition and assertion gives us the desired reading: that Shancai
does not like Ah Si and that Ah Si does not like Shancai.

(26) NEG [ Ah Si and Shancai ∆ λx [ tx like biciAhSi&Shancai,x ] ]

(27) a. PRESUPPOSITION: ∀x ∈ {as, sc}[like(x, other{as,sc}(x))]∨
∀x ∈ {as, sc}[¬like(x, other{as,sc}(x))]

b. ASSERTION: ¬∀x ∈ {as, sc}[like(x, other{as,sc}(x))]

3.2. Reciprocal split scope

The next prediction concerns the existence of reciprocal split scope, that is, the existence of
sentences in which a quantifier takes scope between different components of reciprocity. I discuss two
cases which I argue to involve precisely that.

The first case involves an ambiguity first discussed in Higginbotham (1981). The English sentence
in (28) has two readings: one in which both Anna and Sam want there to be mutual betrayal between
them and another in which Anna wants to betray Sam and vice versa. The former reading is referred
to as narrow scope reading, as reciprocity seems to be interpreted under the attitude verb, whereas the
latter reading is referred to as the broad scope reading, as reciprocity seems to take broadest scope.

(28) Anna and Sam want to betray each other.

a. Narrow scope reading:
Anna wants Anna and Sam to betray each other, and Sam does too.

b. Broad scope reading:
Anna wants Anna to betray Sam, and Sam wants Sam to betray Anna.

Heim et al. (1991a) analyze this ambiguity in terms of the scope of distributivity. This can be seen
by, once again, relying on the counterparts of (28) with a floating each and an argumental the other. Each
of these sentences is unambiguous, and the position of each correlates with one of the readings in (28):
if each is in the embedded clause, we get the narrow scope reading, but if it is in the matrix clause, we
get the broad scope reading. If this analysis is on the right track, it follows that the broad scope reading
is a kind of reciprocal split scope reading.

(29) a. Anna and Sam want to each betray the other.

b. Anna and Sam each want to betray the other.

When we look at the huxiang and bici counterparts of (28), we see that only the latter allows for
the broad scope reading. Therefore, it seems that once again we find evidence that while huxiang is an
argument-reducer, bici seems to be contributing only one of the components of reciprocity.

(30) a. Ta-men
3-PL

xiangyao
want

huxiang
HUXIANG

beipan.
betray

‘They want to betray each other.’ (Narrow Scope: !; Broad Scope: ∗)

b. Ta-men
3-PL

xiangyao
want

beipan
betray

bici.
BICI

‘They want to betray each other.’ (Narrow Scope: !; Broad Scope: !)

LFs for the above are given in (31). The ambiguity of the bici-sentence is due to the different positions
in which ∆ can be attached to, whereas the lack of ambiguity of the huxiang-sentence is due to the fact
that (i) huxiang, being an adverb, cannot move into the matrix clause and (ii) since it itself contributes
distributivity, having a ∆ in the matrix clause would not yield the broad scope reading.
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(31) a. they want [ PRO huxiang betray ]

b. they (∆x) want [ PRO (∆x) betray bicithey,x ]

There is one possible concern, however. If one wanted to argue that bici actually denotes Recip,
they could argue that the ambiguity in (30) is due to the fact that bici may QR into the matrix clause,
as shown in (32). If this was indeed the case, we would get the desired reading that each of Ah Si and
Shancai want to betray the other, as shown in (33).

(32) they bici λy λx [ tx want [ PRO betray ty ]

(33) Recip(λx.λy.want(y, betray(y, x)))({as, sc}) = 1 iff
Ah Si wants to betray Shancai and Shancai wants to betray Ah Si.

The argument against this proposal is that (34) still has the narrow/broad scope ambiguity even
though zhi ‘only’ is in the embedded clause associating with bici. If the broad scope in bici-sentences
was achieved via the movement of bici, this would be surprising: zhi must associate with a constituent
it c-commands, as shown by the contrast in (35), and thus traps bici under its scope in (34). This is not
a problem for the analysis being advocated here, as bici is interpreted in the embedded clause in both
readings of these sentences.

(34) Shancai
Shancai

he
and

Ah
Ah

Si
Si

xiangyao
want

zhi
only

beipan
betray

biciF .
BICI

‘Shancai and Ah Si want to only betray each otherF.’ (Narrow Scope: !; Broad Scope: !)

(35) a. Meizuo
Meizuo

zhi
only

xihuan
like

XimenF .
Ximen.

‘Meizuo only likes Ximen.’

b. *Ximen,
Ximen,

Meizuo
Meizuo

zhi
only

xihuan.
like

The other case of split-scope are sentences where only associates with the reciprocal. For example,
the English sentence (36a) can be paraphrased as (36b), where each takes scope over only, but not as
(36c), where the opposite scopal relation holds. This could suggest that, in (36a), only takes scope
between the distributivity and otherness.

(36) a. Mae and Bea only trust each otherF .

b. Mae and Bea each only trust the otherF .

c. *Mae and Bea only each trust the otherF .

Looking at huxiang and bici, we see that only the latter may associate with zhi ‘only’, as shown in
(37). Zhi cannot associate with huxiang because the adverb is a non-decomposable argument-reducer:
assuming that focus alternatives are syntactically defined (Fox & Katzir, 2011), there would need to be
a relevant adverbial argument-reducer that could create an alternative zhi could negate (for example, a
reflexive version of huxiang) and this does not seem to be the case. In the rest of this subsection, I argue
that zhi can associate with bici only because reciprocity is syntactically decomposed in bici-sentences.
Even though I do not have an answer to the question as to why split scope is necessary, I present evidence
that it is.
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(37) a. *Shancai
Shancai

he
and

Ah
Ah

Si
Si

zhi
only

huxiangF

HUXIANG
xihuan.
like

b. Shancai
Shancai

he
and

Ah
Ah

Si
Si

zhi
only

xihuan
like

biciF .
BICI

Shancai and Ah Si only like each otherF.

For a positive bici-sentence, it seems that we get the desired reading whether distributivity takes
scope over zhi or not. This is shown in (38), where I underline presuppositional content. Following
Horn’s (1969) analysis of only, I take zhi’s prejacent to be presupposed and its exclusive component to
be asserted (note that, in the translation of (38b) I am taking distributivity to be homogeneous).

(38) a. Dist ≫ only ≫ other
(Shancai likes Ah Si and Shancai likes no one else) and
(Ah Si likes Shancai and Ah Si likes no one else)

b. only ≫ Dist ≫ other
Shancai likes Ah Si and Ah Si likes Shancai and
there is no other person that either Shancai or Ah Si like

To distinguish these two scopal configurations, we need to look at negated sentences, such as (39).
Crucially, this sentence entails that Shancai likes someone other than Ah Si and Ah Si likes someone
other than Shancai (not necessarily the same person). This seems to be the only reading of this sentence3

and it can only be accounted for if zhi is interpreted under the scope of distributivity. As shown in (40),
if distributivity is interpreted under only, the sentence would entail that there is someone liked by both
Shancai and Ah Si.4

(39) Shancai
Shancai

he
and

Ah
Ah

Si
Si

bu
NEG

zhi
only

xihuan
like

biciF .
BICI

‘Shancai and Ah Si don’t only like each other.’
⇒ Shancai likes someone other than Ah Si
⇒ Ah Si likes someone other than Shancai

(40) a. ¬ ≫ Dist ≫ only ≫ Other
(Shancai likes Ah Si and Shancai likes someone else) and
(Ah Si likes Shancai and Ah Si likes someone else)

b. ¬ ≫ only ≫ Dist ≫ Other
Shancai likes Ah Si and Ah Si likes Shancai and
there is someone else Shancai and Ah Si like

3.3. Free/bound ambiguity

As discussed above, under the decompositional approach, there are two possible LFs for basic
reciprocal sentences: one in which the range argument of other is bound and another in which it is
free. In this section, I discuss cases in which the two LFs are expected to yield different truth conditions.

Sentences in which the reciprocal’s antecedent associates with only, as in (41), are ambiguous in
English: both of its readings presuppose that Mae and Bea trust each other, but on one reading, no other
people trust each other, and in another, no one else trusts Mae and Bea.5 I call the former reading the
bound reading and the latter one the free reading.

3 I have collected similar judgements concerning the English sentence Mae and Bea don’t only trust each otherF .
4 These results hold even if one takes reciprocal sentences to involve cumulativity rather than distributivity. For
reasons of space, I delay a proper discussion to some later work.
5 This ambiguity was pointed out to me by David Pesetsky. I am unaware of it being discussed elsewhere.
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(41) Only Mae and Bea trust each other.

a. Bound reading: Mae and Bea trust each other and no other people trust each other.

b. Free reading: Mae and Bea trust each other and no one else trusts Mae and Bea.

As seen in (42), while huxiang-sentences only have the bound reading, bici-sentences are ambiguous:

(42) a. Zhiyou
only

[Shancai
Shancai

he
and

Ah
Ah

Si]F
Si

huxiang
HUXIANG

xihuan.
like

‘Only Shancai and Ah Si like each other.’ (Bound reading: !; Free reading: ∗)

b. Zhiyou
only

[Shancai
Shancai

he
and

Ah
Ah

Si]F
Si

xihuan
like

bici.
BICI

‘Only Shancai and Ah Si like each other.’ (Bound reading: !; Free reading: !)

I argue that this difference, once again, follows from huxiang being an argument reducer and bici
a pronominal that only contributes otherness. To do this, I first need to adopt a meaning for zhi. For
simplicity’s sake, I assume the entry in (43), where ‘zhi NP’ is taken to denote a generalized quantifier
and C is its contextual restriction. It would be more appropriate to state the exclusive component of zhi
in terms of entailment, but (43) will serve the purpose of this discussion.

(43) !zhiC" = λXe.λPet : P (X). ∀Y ∈ C[Y ∕= X → ¬P (Y )]

Given that huxiang is an argument-reducer, there is only one possible LF for (42b), shown in (44).
The meaning of assigned to this structure is given in (44a)-(44b), which corresponds to the bound
reading: only Ah Si and Shancai are in a mutual liking relationship.

(44) [ zhi Shancai and Ah Si ] huxiang like

a. PRESUPPOSITION: Recip(!like")(!Shancai and Ah Si")
‘Shancai and Ah Si like each other’

b. ASSERTION: ∀Y ∈ C[Y ∕= !Shancai and Ah Si" → ¬Recip(!like")(Y )]
‘No people other than Shancai and Ah Si like each other’

The interpretation of bici-sentences depend on how the range argument of bici is interpreted. The
bound reading is derived by having the generalized quantifier denoted by ‘only Shancai and Ah Si’ bind
the range of bici, as shown in (45). In (45a)-(45b) we see that we get the same meaning as (44).

(45) [ zhi Shancai and Ah Si ] λy [ ty ∆ λx [ tx like biciy,x ] ]

a. PRESUPPOSITION: Dist(λx. !like"(x, other{sc,as}(x)))(!Shancai and Ah Si")
‘Shancai and Ah Si like each other’

b. ASSERTION: ∀Y ∈ C[Y ∕= !Shancai and Ah Si" → ¬Dist(λy. !like"(y, otherY (y)))(Y )]
‘No people other than Shancai and Ah Si like each other’

To understand how we can get the free reading, we should first see what happens when the contrast
and the range arguments do not overlap. As shown in (46), in these cases otherness simply returns the
range argument. Therefore, when the range argument of bici is coreferential with Shancai and Ah Si as
in (47), we get the meaning in (47a)-(47b): in the presupposition, we still get the reciprocal interpretation
that Shancai and Ah Si like each other, but the assertion is that no one else like Ah Si and Shancai.6

(46) other{sc,as}(c) = {x ∈ {sc, as} |x ∕= c} = {sc, as}

6 To avoid contradictions, one would have to assume that C does not include plural individuals that overlap with
Shancai and Ah Si.
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(47) [ zhi Shancai and Ah Si ] ∆ λx [ tx like biciShancai&AhSi,x ]

a. PRESUPPOSITION: Dist(λx. !like"(x, other{sc,as}(x)))(!Shancai and Ah Si")
‘Shancai and Ah Si like each other’

b. ASSERTION: ∀Y ∈ C[Y ∕= !Shancai and Ah Si" → ¬Dist(λy. !like"(y, other{sc,as}(y)))(Y )]
‘No people other than Shancai and Ah Si like Ah Si and Shancai’

4. Conclusion & Outlook

In this paper, I have analyzed two different reciprocal constructions found in Mandarin Chinese and
argued that each should be taken to involve a different compositional path to reciprocity. The results,
then, can be taken as an argument against proposals such as the one in Dalrymple et al. (1998) that
reciprocals are always mapped to the same denotation.

This paper has also presented a series of tests that can be used in other languages. For example,
Brazilian Portuguese also has two different strategies for expressing reciprocity: the discontinuous
structure um. . . outro (‘one. . . other’) and the clitic se. By applying the test discussed in §3.3 to these
two reciprocals, we see that only the former shows the ambiguity, suggesting that se should be probably
treated as an argument-reducer and um. . . outro as syntactically complex.

(48) a. S
only

a
the

Clara
Clara

e
and

a
the

Lara
Lara

gostam
like

uma
one

d-a
of-the

outra.
other

‘Only Clara and Lara like each other.’ (Bound reading: !; Free reading: ∗)

b. S
only

a
the

Clara
Clara

e
and

a
the

Lara
Lara

se
SE

gostam.
like

‘Only Clara and Lara like each other.’ (Bound reading: !; Free reading: !)

Finally, although not the main goal of the paper, I believe to have also presented arguments in favor
of treating English each other within the decompositional view, since it seems to behave like bici in all
respects. Note that the strength of this argument is not only in that each other behaves as expected by the
decompositional approach, but also that there are reciprocals in natural language, such as huxiang, that
seem to perfectly fit the profile of an argument reducer. So, although one may think of ways of enriching
a theory of reciprocity where reciprocals are always argument reducers, they would still need to explain
why bici and each other differ in such a systematic way.
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